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SUNDAY WORSHIP AT
10:00AM IN THE
SANCTUARY
The service is also presented live on
the CHANNING YOU TUBE
CHANNEL and available for
viewing afterwards.

THE LEARNING CENTER AT CHANNING
A Zoom Seminar
with Rev. Jeannette Bessinger
Wed., Nov. 10 at 7 PM
Wed., Nov. 17 at 7:15 PM
Q & A and discussion will follow
each program.
See November weekly emails for
Zoom links.
If you can only join us for one
program, please come anyway!
In this 2-session program, we will explore the proposed UU
8th Principle* and the meaning of Beloved Community, as
articulated by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., with an
eye toward reinvigorating and growing our congregation.

In session 1 we will begin conversations about how Channing might
build its own Beloved Community, creating a model of peaceful
exchange and growth that centers on mutual respect, support and
service in a diverse environment. Rev. Taylor, president of
Sojourners, calls it a “moral community” where no one is penalized
or privileged for their religion, race, identity, gender or ability. In
addition, we’ll explore inclusive models of service such as the Buy
Nothing Project and mutual aid.
In session 2 we will utilize the metaphor of the art of Japanese
Kintsukuroi, where broken pottery is restored into a new form with
powdered gold lining the cracks and fault lines. We will reflect on the
evolution of our story – what have we learned from our past?
Where are we now? How will we move forward into the unknowns
of the future? Together we’ll ponder how Beloved Community might
help us address the national “crises of separation” we’re facing, and
how it could be vitally relevant in these times.
*Member congregations of the UUA are in the process of considering the
addition of an 8th Principle to our existing seven. Jeannette’s sessions
should help us all to remain aware of what’s going on in our faith
movement, and inspire us to thoughtful reflection.

Continued on page 5
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November 7
Building Bridges Across
Cultures
Juan Carlos Payer,
Rebekah Rosen-Gomez
Juan Carlos and Rebekah will
introduce us to the growing
Latino population in Newport
and around our state by looking
at the dynamic cultures and what
we, as a society, can do to
welcome them into our beautiful
city.
Juan Carlos Payero is the Board
President of Conexion Latina
Newport (CLN). He comes to CLN
as the Deputy Director for
Intergovernmental and External
Affairs at the RI Executive Office of
Health & Human Services
(EOHHS). He has also served as
the Newport Director for Social
Enterprise Greenhouse. He holds a
B.A. in Government and Politics
from St. John’s University and a
Master of Public Administration
degree from Baruch College, City
University of New York
(CUNY). Juan Carlos is also serves
as Vice-Chairperson on the
Portsmouth School Committee.
Rebekah Rosen-Gomez is a
founding member and now the
Executive Director of Conexion
Latina Newport. A native of New
York, she moved to Rhode Island in
Continued on next page

M I N I S T RY TO G E T H E R
1991 and has worked with families
in Newport for 16 years. Rebekah
has a BA in Social Work from
Rhode Island College. She is
employed by the East Bay
Community Action Program as the
Family Services Manager at Pell
Elementary School.
Conexión Latina Newport seeks
to educate, support, empower,
and advocate for Hispanics in
Newport, as well as partner with
local agencies, government, and
schools, to better serve this
population.

November 14
Theology’s Influence on
Politics and Politics' on
Theology
Rev. Bill Zelazny
Throughout history and in
different cultures theological
concepts have been used to
legitimate political systems,
actions, and stances.
And
politics have influenced or bent
theological concepts to have
meanings that may be different
than originally intended to meet
political ends.
On this first
anniversary one of the most
c ontr ov e r sia l pr esidentia l
election in years Bill will take a
foray into the realm of political
theology.
This Sunday is
our regular nonperishable goods
collection
for
local food pantries and the
Sharing Locker.

November 21
Bring Gratitude into a
World that Seems to have
Forgotten It
Rev. Bill Zelazny
Sometimes it seems that the
world has gone crazy, and it
seems that many people have
forgotten how to express thanks
for all the things they have rather
than distress about what they do
not have. On this Sunday before
Thanksgiving Day, Bill will be
asking us to reflect on the power
of being grateful and how that
will not only benefit us but also
others.
Prior to the service we will have
the pleasure of special Jazz
music sponsored by Betsy
Leerssen in memory of her
husband, Neil. The music will
start at 9:30a.m.
After the service is our “Lunch
for the Bus”. A lunch of soup
and bread will be available for
pickup or for local delivery.
Funds
raised
will
be
distributed
for
bus
transportation
to
the
McKinney Shelter, Lucy’s
Hearth, Housing Hotline and
TAM. We want to thank the
Channing community for their
generous support.

November 28
Awareness of Experience in
Language
Channing Congregation
Members
Poetry expressed emotions, can
beckon memories, open the
heart to a spiritual experience or
can draw a person into a sensory experience. This Sunday we
may do all of that and more as
members of the congregation
share a favorite poem or read
one of their own and tell why
that poem is meaningful to them.
Come to share a Channing
Church Sunday poetry fest.
The Worship Committee is
seeking 6 to 8 people who
would be interested in reading
a favorite poem and talking for
a few minutes about why that
poem speaks to them. Contact
Rev.
Bill
Zelazny
(minister@channingchurch.org)
for more information and/or to
sign up to participate in this
service by congregation members for congregation members

Build a Sunday Service Not a Toy Bear
There is a store named “Build a Bear” where you
can build a stuff bear toy. But that’s now that we
need now at Channing. The Worship
Committee is recruiting people to Build a
Service on November 28.
The Worship Committee is seeking 6 to 8 people who would be
interested in reading a favorite poem and talking for a few minutes
about why that poem speaks to them or reading one of their poems
and describing what called them to write it.
Contact Rev. Bill (minister@channingchurch.org ) for more
information and/or to sign up to participate in this service by
congregation members for congregation members
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M I N I S T RY TO G E T H E R
SACRED CARE CORNER

COMING UP
NOVEMBER 21ST

SUNDAY SERVICE
WITH JAZZ!!
Many thanks to Betsy Leerssen
for sponsoring the music for our
November 21 Thanksgiving
service. Betsy is sponsoring a
jazz trio in memory of her
husband, Neil. You will want to
arrive early as the jazz will start
at 9:30am and continue for a half
hour with more music during the
service. Trumpet player Ken
Vario, with Marty Ballou on
string bass and Greg Wardson
on piano, will provide this special
music for this special Sunday -- a
time to reflect on all we have to
be thankful for.
Will you consider
sponsoring special
music for a
Sunday service?
What kind of music would
you like to hear? Be a sole
sponsor or ask a friend or
two to share the
sponsorship.
Please call or email Music
Director Janet Grant to
share your musical ideas.
401-423-0515 or
music@channingchurch.org

I started my chaplaincy internship at
Channing in September and so far it’s been a
wonderful experience. I want to thank you all
for making me feel so welcome. I’ve truly
enjoyed the many different conversations and
exchanges to date. Preaching on Beloved
th
Community and the 8 Principle - and attending Rev. Bill’s services
about the need for church and the shape of our faith - has felt like
part of a collective, ongoing conversation about the future of the
whole institution of church in these challenging times. I’m currently
researching successful models of diverse, growing churches, and
some of the ways different congregations are taking a more active
role in balancing inequities, especially of finances, in their different
communities. We’ll be discussing some of those findings in the
November classes at The Learning Center on Building Beloved
Community at Channing.
In addition, we had a lively TLC class on Spiritual First Aid in
COVID times in October, where we shared some of our struggles
with post-COVID lifestyle changes and talked about some practical
ways to build our resilience to meet them. I’ve been working with
the Channing Care Committee as well, making some hospital and
care center visits with parishioners and enjoying getting to know
people a bit better. The chairs of that committee and I are planning
to attend a program with Our Journey of Hope in November on
training volunteers in basic ways to support congregants with
cancer.
As a chaplain, my virtual door is always open to anyone who would
like to talk with me. Spiritual care is not therapy, but support for
the inner spirit to help you make your way through an illness, life
challenge or transition time with more ease and grace. Spiritual care
can also support you with a specifically spiritual question, concern
or crisis. Most Sundays I’m around after the service if you’d like to
chat then or to make an appointment for another time.
~Rev. Jeannette Bessinger

MINISTER TO RESUME
OFFICE HOURS
Rev. Bill will resume office hours at Channing House
each week on Tuesday – 10:00 am – 1:00 pm.
He suggests that you call ahead because on some dates he may have
meetings or other appointments that day. He is also available to
meet at other times in person on the Island and is also
available by phone (401-339-0602), by email at:
minister@channingchurch.org, or via Zoom on other days.
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CHURCH LIFE
PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
November is here.
Time passes so
quickly and again I
ask … what to say
in this message to you? With
everyone pitching in, Channing is
moving right along. Phase 2 of
the Capital Campaign is well
unde r w a y , gr oups a nd
committees are moving along,
and we are live in the sanctuary,
with inspiring words, great
music, and the warmth of being
in person with friends. Days are
growing shorter, the air is crisp
and cooler, and the fall harvest is
coming into its own as the leaves
change their hues, die, and float
on a breeze to the ground. All
seems as it should and for that I
am grateful.
Then I attended the service on
October 24th in which Evan
White gave an amazing reading
entitled “Where is God?” by
Kenny Wiley. And the Rev. D.L.
Helfer gave an inspiring sermon
on where to find sanctuary in
challenging times and the
importance of community. If you
were not able to attend that
service, please take the 40
minutes and listen to it on You
Tube., here is the link: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oFEHzbZ 19JM&t =576s
The lovely and inspiring music by
Lois Vaughan and the poignant
messages presented in this
service are well worth the time.
For me the most significant
message was related to the story
of the Wilderness Tabernacle
embodying the idea that the
sense of spirit and feeling
grounded can be found
anywhere and is fluid. But also,

that coming together in
community, and sharing in the
light of love and spirit, can move
us from a place of fear to one of
compassion through human
connection.
In this container of the beloved
community, we can do our best
to lend each other an ear and
give comfort in times of need.
We can also share in the joy of
accomplishment and successes
of each other and our loved
ones. We can continue to work
in ways, privately and
collectively to ensure, as best
we can, that there will be a
future planet on which to live,
grow, and thrive. And, we can
also have our private moments
of reflection on all we have and
all we are grateful for. Our
blessings are many. So let us
move from the recent past,
driven by separation and fear,
and create, wherever we can,
sanctuaries of light, love, and
responsible community.
Be safe, be well, be happy, and
live with as much ease as is
possible….
~Ginny

It’s quick and easy, and you can
do it from anywhere! Just go to:
h t t p s : / /
secure.myvanco.com/
YQBZ/home then click on
one of three options: Sunday
Offering, Share the Plate, or
General Fund. Follow the
instructions and a receipt will
be mailed to you after you are
done. Thank you for your
generosity and support!
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MONTHY MCKINNEY
SHELTER
BREAKFAST UPADTE
Channing members have made
breakfast for the McKinney
Shelter every fourth Saturday of
the month for many years.
When the pandemic and
quarantine happened in March
2020 we made needed changes.
We never stopped breakfasts
but for the first few months food
was sent from local restaurants.
Soon we were up to the
challenge, Betsy Dees, recent
recipient of the Unsung UU
award and Sally Hanchett came
up with a great plan. Betsy
pur c ha sed the br e a k fa s t
ingredients and delivered them
to the cooks, Sally and Jo
Freedman. The next morning
around 8:30am she picked up the
warm breakfast casseroles. Betsy
called the folks at McKinney
Shelter to be ready for delivery.
They picked up the breakfasts at
their door and 30-35 people
were served.
We have been serving breakfast
each month during this entire
Covid period. We miss not being
able to cook at the shelter and
serve in person. They are so
appreciative.
Come join our
Contact Betsy Dees

team!

~Submitted by Jo Freedman

CHALICE CHILDREN & ANNOUNCEMENTS
TLC Continued:

Sneak preview!

CHANNING CHALICE CHILDREN
The Chalice Children classes are getting off to a good start. There
are 6 children, ages 5-10. We may have 2 younger kiddos from a new
family starting with us. Most of our classes have been outdoors, and
we have followed COVID prevention procedures. We have been
reviewing the 7 principles, with the emphasis on ACTION. We have
used the do-re-mi song, but also we have a rainbow symbol to help us
as well.
TO THE TUNE OF DOE-A- DEER
1. EACH PERSON IS IMPORTANT; RED; RESPECT
EVERYONE
2. BE KIND IN ALL YOU DO; ORANGE; ONLY
KINDNESS
3. WE’RE FREE TO LEARN TOGETHER; YELLOW; YOU AND
ME
4. TO SEARCH FOR WHAT IS TRUE; GREEN; GROW
TOGETHER
5. ALL PEOPLE HAVE A SAY; BLUE; BE A GOOD LISTENER
6. WORK FOR A PEACEFUL WORLD; INDIGO; I LOVE PEACE
7. CARE FOR THE EARTH EACH DAY; VIOLET; VERY
RESPONSIBLE
AND THAT WILL BRING US HERE TO CHANNING CHURCH!!

We are now working on a unit about animals. We started to talk
about pets because one of families lost a pet. Now we are moving to
endangered animals, as part of our study of Principle 7, CARE FOR
THE EARTH EACH DAY. (Last year we talked about saving our
oceans.)
Our next unit will be on Native American Cultures. We will use the
term Indigenous Peoples of North America. We have lots of stories
and some short videos. and activities. WE will not be discussing the
contemporary WOKE social justice issues, due to the age of the
group.
If anyone has any materials or local contacts for us about the local
indigenous tribes, please let me know.
I am looking for a few volunteers to help out when either Amy or I
cannot attend the class. Please let me know if I can put you on my
list!! Thanks. (401) 855-8765.
JoAnne Ritchie, Family Life Coordinator
FamilyMinistry@channingchurch.org
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A Quick Romp Through the
Hebrew Scriptures (Old
Testament)
with Rev. Bill Zelazny
Ever wonder about all the
“Begats”, the two creation
stories, who were the prophets,
the erotic poetry of the Song of
Songs? Where did the two
names for God, Yahweh and
Elohim, come from? These, and
many other topics, will be talked
about by Rev. Bill Zelazny at his
Old Testament survey class on
Wednesday, December 8th.
Watch for details in
Channing’s weekly email!
Thanks for your ongoing support of
TLC. Hope to see you at these
programs! - Susan K. TLC@Channingchurch.org

SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY
CAREGIVING
UPDATE
In some ways, it feels as though
2021 just started, and now we’re
nearing the end of the year! We
wish you and your families a very
happy Thanksgiving.
We were saddened to learn that
long-time Channing member
Linda Everitt died of cancer on
Oct. 12. While Linda had not
been able to attend church in a
long time, her association with
Channing was something that
meant a lot to her.
Our
thoughts are with her family at
this sad time.
There has been a change in the
memorial service planned for
Jake Smith, who passed away in
April,. The Nov. 13th service will
be private, family only, and
recorded on You Tube as a
private video. The link will be
sent out afterwards to the
congregation to celebrate the life
of our dear friend Jake.
Our thoughts are also with
Priscilla Smyth, Aquinnah Thayer,
and the rest of Priscilla’s family as
they mourn the death of
Priscilla’s mother, M. Colleen
(Carlos) Smyth, who passed
away on Sept. 29.
Congratulations to Susan
VanDerhoof and Bob Janiesch,
who celebrated their 40 th
anniversary in October by
spending a weekend on Cape
Cod with their son David and a
group of special friends!
From Maine, Larry Bacon has
shared with us that his husband,
Dave Burnett, who has been in
poor health for some time, was
hospitalized and is now in a
health care facility.

Many thanks to Tom Beall and
Kate Dempsey, who shared
Caregiving coordinator duties
during October!
Please
remember that the Channing
Caregiving team is always
available to offer support to
anyone who is feeling isolated or
needs a bit of cheer. If you
know of someone who could use
a friendly phone call, a meal
o f f er i ng , a r i d e t o a n
appointment, or some other
assistance, we welcome hearing
from you. Our
Caregiving
coordinators
for November will be Rachel
Balaban and John Burnham
You may contact either of these
individuals, or one of the other
Caregiving program co-leaders,
Sally Hanchett, JoAnn Rosemont,
or Lindsay Cassidy.
~Linda Beall,
for Channing Caregiving
Caregiving@channingchurch.org

DAFFODILS
FOR LINDA EVERITT
On Sunday Nov 7th at
11:00am (following the
service), we will be planting
daffodils in front of Channing
Church in recognition of and as a
memorial to Linda Everitt, a
Channing member who recently
passed away. She shared how
much the Channing community
meant to her and we hope
anyone interested will stop by to
plant a bulb and share a sugar
cookie in her honor.
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SUNDAY CHIMING
Nov. 7: Christine Ariel
Nov. 14: Linda Beall
Nov. 21, : Jim Freess
Chiming at 9:00am,
Live Jazz at 9:30am
Nov. 28: Janna Pederson

LUNCH FOR THE
BUS

Sunday, November 21,
After the service
In past Novembers, we have
been sharing a “Brunch for the
Bus” together and requesting
donations to purchase bus
tickets to help the homeless in
our
community
get
transportation to shelters, job
interviews, family visits etc. This
year due to Covid concerns we
will be offering a to go option,
called “Lunch for the Bus”. A
lunch of soup and bread will
be available for pickup after
the service on November
21st, or for local delivery.
Funds raised will be distributed
for bus transportation to the
McKinney Shelter, Lucy’s
Hearth, Housing Hotline and
TAM. We want to thank the
Channing community for their
generous support. This months
Share the Plate donations will
also be applied to this project.
~Sally Hanchett

SOCIAL ACTION

ECO- ENERGY

Global Warming.
Global World.
In last installment we looked at
power vs. energy, terms
misunderstood and hijacked by
special interests to confuse us
into costly energy decisions
based on profit and ideologies.
Energy = Power x Time =
kilowatts x hours. Kilowatts
are meaningless without
multiplying by the hours we use
for heating, AC, cooking, or
charging our electric vehicles.
Energy could be a public good
at zero direct cost to homes, a
variable-use cost to industry,
and a indirect variable (IRS?)
equity taxed usage cost to
taxpayers
Currently
deregulated energy comes from
instant time-of-day auctions.
Political mandates require first
use of “alternatives” while
“baseload” providers (carbon
and nuclear) dump their energy
at negative prices. This is
terrible for the environment
because emissions go UP and
the cost goes UP. This has
happened in RI more than any
other state hurting the poor
and even the 2 income 2 car
middle class.
Presume global engineerswithout-borders build a new
energy source somewhere in
the world. Five ethical caveats
are established:
Provide energy to households
(free) and industry (at cost)
with no Green House Gas

emissions to the
environment over the Life
Cycle of the new source.
LC gives the “payback” years for
the source to become
carbon neutral. All new
sources including Solar and
Wind are have been made
using 97% carbon energy
(IEA). There can never be
enough global intermittent S/
W in development to
produce more S/W
materials, plus recycle those
materials, all the while
providing electricity to
homes and industry.
The new source must feed a
grid. Therefore the
electrical costly transmission
cables (e.g. Block Island
cable) must be priced in as
part of the investment.
The new source must specify (a)
its operating “nameplate”
Capacity, and (b) its Capacity
Factor i.e. the percent time
that the new source actually
operates. Multiplying (a x b)
gives us Energy in kilowatthours. Deceitfully most alt
energy providers quote us
only Capacity when they
should be quoting Capacity x
Time = kilowatts for a year.
If the source is S/W (max CFs
20 – 40%) then the grid must
have sufficient existing
baseload non-intermittent
plants, else the cost of new
gas or nuclear power must
be added into the build.
Bottom Line: With these
ethical, common sense
caveats it is IMPOSSIBLE in
the real world to
incrementally electrify by
adding S/W to a grid unless
we add or keep baseload
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carbon or nuclear fuels.
This is true for batteries
too. Next month I will
discuss fuels present and
future for reversing (or the
useless word “mitigating”
GW.
~Michael Armenia for SAC

ECO BITS & TIPS
The Climate Ride: Did it
Matter and What Else
I am thrilled to report that my
four-day bicycle ride and
fundraiser in coastal Maine
finished up on September 26th. It
was a huge success for the nonprofit Climate Ride, who
sponsored the event. They
m a d e a r r a n g e me n ts f o r
overnight
sleeping
arrangements, at a wonderful
summer camp on a beautiful
lake, fed us healthy and tasty
meals, transporting non finishers in addition to all of our
luggage, and provided speakers
who addressed topics from
Maine seaweed farming to
statewide climate change policy
for Maine.
Climate Ride Maine was, by far,
the most physically challenging
and mentally stimulating four
days I have ever participated in.
Even better, thanks to the
generous outpouring of support
from Channing Memorial
Church members and others,
Climate Ride received pledges,
Continued on next page

SOCIAL ACTION & ANNOUNCEMENTS
Eco-Bits continued

through me, for over $3800
dollars, more than $800 over my
goal. The entire event brought
together 48 riders, from over 10
states with pledges totaling more
than $160,000 dollars. Roughly
80 percent is going to nonprofits working to mitigate
climate change.
I would be lying if you had asked
me in June about my being
confident in my ability to even
raise my initial $3,000 pledge,
because I was not. But I was
going to try as hard as I could,
with all the help and support I
could muster from Terry, my
wife for over 24 years. Catie and
other family members pitched in
too. By the way, I plan on doing
this again; just not in the near
future, because I am still
recovering from the ride.
The one newsworthy event I
want to bring to everyone’s
attention is the upcoming
COPS26 meeting of world
leaders, being held from
October 31st to November 12th
in Glasgow, Scotland. This is the
26th such meeting, bringing
together the United Nations
Framework Convention of
Climate Change member
countries and their leaders This
year, is a commitment year –
occurring every five years – with
reductions in greenhouse gases
taking center stage. By the way,
no country has yet to meet their
reduction goals.
These are
voluntary goals. Here is the
official link to the conference:
www.ukcop26.org. More on this
next time.
~Craig Gaspard, for SAC

LIVE ZOOM
MEDITATIONS

Friday, Nov. 5 & 19
8:30-9:15am
Ginny Spaulding leads
morning meditations
on Zoom. The 20 –
30 minute session are
based on Buddhist tradition of
mindfulness and stress reduction
as taught by Jon Kabat Zinn and
other
Buddhist
meditation
teachers. Other forms of
mediation may be explored as
desired by participants. To
receive the Zoom link please
email Ginny:
meditation@channingchurch.org

COMMUNITY
MEAL
The Channing Community Meal
continues to serve prepared hot
meals the third Monday of
each month at 5:00pm,
bagged with drinks and snacks
and given to those who come to
Channing. In addition, 25 meals
are provided to Mckinney
Shelter.

THE SHARING
LOCKER

The Sharing Locker
collects donations of
cleaning supplies and
toiletries which are
distributed through
our local food pantries to those
who are struggling to afford
them. In November, the
month of thankfulness we
are specifically requesting
toilet paper, though all
donations welcome. Who is not
thankful for toilet paper? What
would we do without it?
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HOLIDAY EVENTS
AT CHANNING!
Giving Tree
Watch for the giving
tree which will be
placed out beginning
No v
2 1s t ,
o ur
historical date for
second Thanksgiving. The giving
tree will have tags with needed
gifts for families we adopt to
support for the holidays. Select
your tag or tags and return gift
to parish hall on specified
December Sundays.
Gift Bags for
Community
Meal Guests
Also watch for our
annual
toiletry
collection for our
community meal guests. Pick a
bag and fill with some of the
selected items for a male or
female guest. All bags must be
returned by December 19
for distr ibution t o our
community meal guests and for
delivery to the shelter.
Re-Gifting Sale
In December on
the 5th, 12th and
19th we will be offering our regifting sale. Please begin to
collect those gifts gathering dust
in your closet that just weren’t
exactly right. That polka dot tie,
monkey salt shaker, or perhaps a
flamingo hat. Items can be
dropped off Sunday Nov
28th at church or contact
Sally Hanchett to make other
arrangements.
We also will have fair trade
products and eco conscious
items for sale for your holiday
shopping

